Everyday Mathematics Second Edition
Classroom Games Kit Materials

**Early Childhood**
*Everyday Mathematics* Teacher's Guide to Games
Two-Sided Gameboards - 5 copies each of 6 gameboards
Gameboard Dividers (3)
Dice (12)
Inch Cubes (10)
Blank Dice (48)
Counters (450)
Play Money Coins (5 sets)
Play Money Bills (4 sets)
Number Card Decks (5)
Spinners (5)
Gameboards and Materials Poster
Sign-Out Sheet for Take-Home Kits

**Games Kit for Grades 1-3**
*Everyday Mathematics* Teacher's Guide to Games
Two-Sided Gameboards 5 copies each of 16 gameboards
Everything Math Deck (5)
Time Card Deck (5)
Money Card Deck (5)
Play Money Coins (5 sets)
Dot Dice (24)
Write-On / Wipe-Off Sheets (5)
Counters (450)
Angle Degree Cards (5 sets on cardstock)
Gameboards and Materials Poster
Gameboard Sign-Out Sheet for Take-Home Kits
Gameboard Sign-Out Sheet
Rules for Playing Games Poster

**Games Kit for Grades 4-6**
*Everyday Mathematics* Teacher's Guide to Games
Two-Sided Gameboards 5 copies each of 16 gameboards
Gameboard Dividers (8)
Everything Math Deck (5)
Fraction/Decimal/Percent Card Deck (5)
Consumable Bingo Pads (5)
Dot Dice (24)
Counters (450)
Spoons (15)
Write-On / Wipe-Off Sheets (5)
Game Cards (5 sets on cardstock)
Gameboards and Materials Poster
Gameboard Sign-Out Sheet
Sign-Out Sheet for Take-Home Kits
Tournament Poster